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background: Beta-blockers (BB) are the primary medical therapy in obstructive and nonobstructive hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM). However, 
the effects of BB therapy on cardiac mechanics are unknown. In particular, it is unclear if decreasing gradients have salutary effects on myocardial 
mechanics or if BB universally reduce cardiac contractility.
methods: 49 HCM patients underwent conventional and strain echocardiography (SE) prior to and after initiation or augmentation of BB.
results: Mean age was 52±14 years (men 48%); 12 obstructive, 37 non/labile obstructive. Maximum wall thickness was 2.0±0.5 cm, mean 
ejection fraction 68±3%, mean E/e’ 17±7, resting gradient 25±37 mmHg (70±37 mmHg obstructive, 10±6 mmHg non/labile); mean duration 
of beta blocker therapy was 14±13 months (19 patients had de novo BB, 30 patients had increases in BB dosage). Mean increment in BB dose 
was 45±57 mmHg; the mean BB dose at follow-up for the whole group was 104±93 mg. Pre and post BB mean longitudinal strain (LS) 17±4% 
vs. 17±4%, p=0.5 and mean longitudinal systolic strain rate (SSR) 1.0±0.2 vs. 1.0±0.2 s-1 were not statistically different while mean longitudinal 
early diastolic strain rate (SRE) decreased from 1.25±0.3 to 1.0±0.2, p<0.01. Post BB rest gradient correlated significantly with BB dose (r=0.35, 
p<0.01). In the subgroup of obstructive HCM patients with significant decrements in gradients (108±67 to 56±40 mmHg) the SRE demonstrated 
a non-significant increase from 1.34±0.3 to 1.50±0.2 s-1. There were no statistically significant differences in pre vs. post BB mechanics in those 
patients with de-novo vs. increases in BB dose.
conclusion: BB therapy does not appreciably impact systolic mechanics in HCM. Early diastolic mechanics are worsened after BB therapy 
as evidenced by significantly lower SRE. Obstructive HCM patients who have significant decrements in outflow gradients show a non significant 
improvement in early relaxation mechanics. Our data suggest that BB have an overall salutary effect on myocardial mechanics particularly in 
obstructive HCM patients with large reductions in outflow gradients.
